My dear Spencer,

I'd cheerfully have my march or even my life fended if by so doing I could have an hour or two with you tonight.

Clear as daylight you call it, the best light there has nearly driven me crazy. I spent all the afternoon considering it.

The statement which Gorges made on the 3rd Nov. to the effect that some men amongst the warlike women others heard in entire vain to me I have no record of it on my note nor have I the slightest recollection of hearing the statement.
What is the meaning of letter B after some of the clue names? Also, the Rega & 9?

Nell close now they try to
extract a letter comfort out of
some tobacco Saturday in for the
life of me I can't see the
why of things the more I
puzzle the more forgot the
first time to write. Shall she to
more

writhe in

write or pike

write or write

write or write